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The spectra of the Floquet operator for the standard kicked rotor and the
quasiperiodic Rabi oscillator are generically purely continuous. For the kicked
rotor, the spectrum is purely singular continuous for a generic set of kick potentials
with bounded variation. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .The kicked rotor KR is defined by the time-periodic Hamiltonian
`
2H t s a p q ¨ u d t y 2p n , .  .  .
nsy`
2 2 2  .  .where p s yd rdu on L dur2p ; T and ¨ u is a real-valued mea-2 1
 .surable function on the unit circle T . The Floquet operator for H t , which1
takes the system through a period 2p , is given by
U a , ¨ s exp i¨ u exp i2pa p2 . .  . .  .
This system has been studied extensively, especially in the case
¨ u s b cos u , .
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which was introduced as a quantum analogue of the classical standard
 w x .map. See 1 for references.
We shall write
U a s exp ib cos u exp i2pa p2 . .  .  .
w xRigorously, the spectrum is known 1 , as is the spectral type when a is
w x w xrational 5 . A theorem of Casati and Guarneri 3 states that for a certain
 .set of Liouville numbers a , U a has some continuous spectrum. This set
is dense but has Lebesgue measure zero. Numerical evidence indicates
that a pure point spectrum is usual, but this is unproved to date.
w xIn a recent paper 7 , Simon proved by an ingenious category argument
that the generic Schrodinger operator has a purely singular continuousÈ
w .spectrum in 0, ` , a result he calls the wonderland theorem.
We shall use this method here to prove two results about KR:
 .  .1 U a , ¨ is purely continuous for a generic set of a and holomor-
 .phic ¨ u s.
 .  .  .2 U a , ¨ is purely singular continuous for a generic set of a , ¨ ,
with ¨ of bounded variation.
 .A ``generic set'' here means a dense G . Result 1 may be regarded as ad
version of the Casati]Guarneri theorem, except that it gives no idea of
which a s are in the set. It does not rule out the possibility that there is
pure point spectrum for a.e. a .
 .The quasiperiodic Rabi oscillator QPRO is the operator
K a , H s a ? p q H u .  .
 2 . 2  .   .on L T m C , where a s a , a is a real vector, p s i ­r­u ,2 1 2 1
 ..  .i ­r­u , and H u is a smooth 2 = 2 Hermitian matrix-valued function2
on the torus T 2. It is the generalized quasienergy for a two-state quantum
w xsystem in a quasiperiodic field 2, 6 .
 .We prove that for rational a and analytic H u the spectrum of
 .K a , H has no singular continuous part and is absolutely continuous for
 .dense H. From this, it follows that K a , H is purely continuous for a
 .generic set of a , H .
2. WONDERLAND
w xWe summarize here the results of 7 in the form in which we shall use
them.
 .Let B be the closed unit ball in the space C T * of measures on the1
unit circle T with the v*-topology, in which B is a complete metric space.1
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 .Let S resp. pp, sc, ps, and pc be the set of measures in B which areac
absolutely continuous resp. pure point, singular continuous, purely singu-
.lar, and purely continuous .
Let X be a complete metric space. By a generic subset of X , we mean a
 .dense G . A map F: X ª B will be called a wonder map if i F isd
 . y1 . y1 .continuous and ii F S and F S are dense.pp ac
y1 .THEOREM 2.1. If F is a wonder map, then F S is generic.sc
w xProof. As shown in 4 , S and S are both G s in B, so by continuitypc ps d
y1 . y1 .  .of F their preimages F S and F S are G s in X . By ii , bothpc ps d
are dense. By Baire's theorem, the intersection
Fy1 S s Fy1 S l Fy1 S .  .  .sc pc ps
of dense G s is a dense G .d d
The sort of maps in which we are interested are constructed as follows.
The group U of unitary operators on a separable space L is a complete
metric space in the topology of strong convergence of U and U*, that is, in
the metric
1r21 12 2
r U, W s U y W f q U* y W * f , .  .  . n nn n 52 2n
where f is an orthonormal basis.n
w xLet E S, U be the spectral measure of U g U, and define a measure
 .s U on B by
` 1 2w x w xs U S s E S, U f . .  nn2ns1
 .Then s U is a scalar spectral measure for U and the map s : U ª B is
continuous.
A continuous map U: X ª U is simply a r-continuous family of unitary
operators parametrized by X . The map
F x s s U x .  . .
 .is then continuous and is a wonder map iff U x is absolutely continuous
for a dense set of xs and pure point for a dense set of xs.
w xSimon 7 considers families of self-adjoint operators, parameterized by
X , with strong resolvent continuity. These may be included on the present
framework by taking the Caley transform
y1 y1U x s H x q i H x y i s I q 2 i H x y i . .  .  .  . .  .  .
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 .Remarks. 1 It would suffice for Theorem 1.1 to have denseness of
the inverse images of S and S , or, similarly, of S and S .ac ps pc pp
 .2 Let m be any continuous measure on B, and define0
 4S m s m g B : m and m are mutually singular. .0 0
w x  .It follows from the proof of 7, Lemma 2.5 that S m is a G on B. This0 d
is because the fact that one measure is Lebesgue measure is never used in
 . y1  ..the proof. Since S ; S m , it follows that F S m is a dense G .pp 0 0 d
Hence the generic measure is singular with respect to any preassigned finite
Borel measure m .0
3. THE KICKED ROTOR
w x  .In 5 , it shown that for a s prq rational, U a , ¨ is unitarily equivalent
to the restriction to a subspace of a unitary matrix-valued mutiplication
operator
Su u s S u ; a , ¨ u u ' S u u u .  .  .  .  .
 1. q  .on L T m C . Thus U a , ¨ is absolutely continuous unless some eigen-2
 .value of S u is constant on a set of positive measure.
 .The matrix S u has the form
S u s diag E u G , 4 .  .k
where g is a constant unitary matrix and
E u s exp i¨ u q 2p krp . .  . .k
 .  .Let A d be the space of all functions ¨ u real on the real axis and
< <  .  .analytic and bounded in the strip Im u - d . The set of ¨ u where S u
has nonconstant eigenvalues is clearly open in A. It is also dense, because
 .  .  .  .if ¨ u is replaced by ¨ u q e sin qu , then S u is replaced by the scalar
multiple
S u s exp ie sin qu S u . .  .  . .1
 .  .If S u has any constant eigenvalues, S u will not for small e . Denote1
 .  .this set of V u s as S prq, d and let
p p
S d s ¨ g A d : ¨ g S , d for a dense set of . .  . 5 /q q
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 .  .It is not clear if there are any nonconstant ¨ u s in A d which are not in
 .S d .
In any case, we have
 .  .THEOREM 3.1. If ¨ g S d , the operator U a , ¨ is purely continuous for
a dense G of a in R.d
 .   ..Proof. The map F a s s U a is continuous from R into B. Since
y1 .  .S is a G on B, F S is a G on R and is dense because F a ispc d pc d
absolutely continuous for a dense set of rational a .
 .Let BV T be the space of functions of bounded variation on the circle,1
with total variation as norm. This space is complete and step functions are
dense in it. To see this, note first that it suffices by Jordan's theorem to
 . w xapproximate an increasing function F u on 0, 2p . Let e ) 0, choose a
partition P, u - u - ??? - u with the variation of f over P within e of0 1 n
 .  . w . .its total variation, and let s u s f u on u , u .i i iy1
 .Choosing X s R = BV T , we obtain the following.1
 .  .THEOREM 3.2. There is a generic set of a , ¨ in R = BV T such that1
 .U a , ¨ is purely singular continuous.
 .   ..  .Proof. The map F a , ¨ s s U a , ¨ is continuous, since U a , ¨ and
 .U a , ¨ * are strongly continuous in ¨ , even under pointwise convergence.
 .  .If a is rational and s x a step function, then S u , a , ¨ is piecewise
 . y1 .constant, so that U a , ¨ is pure point and F S is dense. To see thatpp
y1 .  .  .F S is dense, let s x be a step function, and define i s 0, . . . , n y 1 ,ac
s u s s q e u y u on u - u - u . .  .e i i 1 iq1
Since s ª s in BV, such functions are dense. Lete
ÄS u s s y eu . .e i i
We have, for a rational,
S u , a , s s eieuS u , a , s . .  .Äe e
Ä  .Now S is a step function, so S u , a , s is constant on a finite set ofÄe e
intervals. Its eigenvalues are therefore piecewise constant. he scalar factor
ieu  .e therefore ensures that the eigenvalues of S u , a , s are not constant.e
 .Hence, U a , s is absolutely continuous.e
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4. THE QUASIPERIODIC RABI OSCILLATOR
 .  .For d ) 0, let H d be the space of all 2 = 2 matrices H u which are
< <Hermitian for u real, and analytic and bounded in the strip Im u - dj
 .  .j s 1, 2 . Give H d the uniform norm.
 .  .THEOREM 4.1. Let a be rational. The set of all H u in H d for which
K s a ? p q H u .
 .is absolutely continuous is dense in H d .
Observe first that if a is rational, then by clearing fractions we may
assume that
­ ­
K s in q in q H u , u , 4.1 .  .1 2 1 2­u ­u1 2
where n and n are coprime and n ) 0.1 2 2
 .Consider the substitution u s g f defined by
u s n f q f ,1 1 1 2
u s n f . 4.2 .2 2 1
This defines an n -fold covering map of the torus T 2 onto itself. The2
induced map
Wu f s n u g f 4.3 .  .  .  .’  .2
 2 .  2 .maps L T isometrically into L T . Let2 2
R s ran W
be the range of W.
LEMMA 1. R consists of all functions in¨ariant under the map
2p 2p n
Sf f , f s f f q , f y . 4.4 .  .1 2 1 2 /n n2 2
Proof. The map S is unitary with Sn2 s I. Clearly, R consists of
functions of the form
w s u n f q f , n f , .1 1 2 2 1
and these all satisfy
Sw s w.
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Functions of the form
exp ipf u n f q f , n f .  .1 1 1 2 2 1
 .in exp ipf R satisfy1
Sw s exp i2 prn w. .2
Thus, we have a direct sum
n y12
exp ipf R. 4.5 .  .[ 1
ps0
 2 .If we show that this is all of L T , the result follows. The sum contains2
every vector
exp ipf exp i n f q f K exp iln f .  .  . .1 1 1 2 2 1
s exp i n k q n l q p f exp ikf . 4.6 .  .  . .1 2 1 2
Let a, b be given integers and choose k s b and l such that
a y n b s n l q p ,1 2
 .with 0 F p - n . Then 4.6 becomes2
exp iaf exp ibf , .  .1 2
 .so every such function appears in the sum 4.5 , which must therefore be
the entire space.
 .LEMMA 2. If c f , f is in R and1 2
1r2df2p 22
N f s c f , f , .  .H2 1 2 52p0
then
y1Äc f , f s N f c f , f .  .  .1 2 2 1 2
is also in R.
 .  .Proof. If N f s 0, then c f , f s 0 for a g f , so we may define2 1 2 1
Ä Ä .c f , f s 0 for such f . The function f is S invariant and has norm1 2 2
2 Ä .unity in L T , so f g R.2
LEMMA 3. Gi¨ en a real f g R, there exists a real trigonometric polynomial
p g R such that
df2p 1
m f s p f , f f f , f 4.7 .  .  .  .H2 1 2 1 2 2p0
is nonconstant.
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Proof. If f has Fourier representation
f f , f s c exp ijf exp ikf , .  .  .1 2 jk 1 2
jk
then
Sf f , f s c exp i2p j y n k rn exp ijf exp ikf . .  .  .  . .1 2 jk 1 2 1 2
jk
 .Hence, f s Sf iff c s 0 unless j ' nk mod n . We write this asjk 2
f f , f s c exp ijf exp ikf . .  .  .1 2 jk 1 2
j'n k1
 .Let p f , f be another such function, with coefficients P . We1 2 lm
compute that
m f s P c exp i m y k f d l s j , 4.8 .  .  .  . . 2 lm jk 2
l'n , m j'n k1
where the congruences are mod n . Let j , k be such that j ' n k and2 0 0 0 1 0
c s A / 0,j , k0 0
and define
p f , f s Re A exp ij f exp i k q n f ? P f , f .  .  .  . . .1 2 0 1 0 2 2 1 2
s Re A exp ij f exp i k q n f . .  . . .0 1 0 2 2
 .Since c , k s c because f is real, 4.8 becomesj 0 yj , yk0 0 0
< < 2m f s A cos n f . .  .2 2 2
For the proof of Theorem 4.1, observe first that the map W m I of2
 2 . 2  .L T m C into itself carries K given by 4.1 into the operator2
­
K s i q H h f q f , n f , 4.9 . .1 1 1 @ 2 1­f1
2 or, rather, to its restriction to the invariant subspace R m C see, e.g.,
w x.4 .
 .  .Let K f be the operator 4.9 regarded as an operator on1 2
 1 . 2  .L T , df r2p m C for fixed f . The operator K f has discrete2 1 2 1 2
spectrum
l f q n .j 2
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 .  .j s 1, 2; n s 0, "1, . . . , where l f are analytic functions of f ifj 2 2
 .  .H u is analytic, and so K is absolutely continuous if the l f are1 j 2
 .nonconstant. The eigenvalues l f are nondegenerate, except in thej 2
 .  .case which l f s l f .1 2 2 2
 .  .Let H u be given and suppose the eigenvalue l f ' l is constant.1 2 1
Then l q n is an eigenvalue of K for each n. Since S s S m I com-1 1 2
mutes with K , there exists nonzero vector c with1
K c s l c1 1
and
dc s c ,
unless}and this can happen}S annihilates the entire l eigenspace.1
 .However, multiplication by exp if maps l -eigenvectors to l q 1-1 1 1
eigenvectors and changes the S representation, so there will be a nonzero
c as above for some l q n. We assume by relabeling that n s 0.1
 .According to Lemma 2, we can suppose that c f , f has norm 1 for1 2
 .e¨ery f , and without loss of generality, that its first component c f , f2 1 2
 .is nonzero. Choose a trigonometric polynomial P u , u with1 2
df2p 12
m f s P n f q f , n f c f , f .  .  .H2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2p0
 .nonconstant Lemma 3 .
By first-order perturbation theory, the operator
K f , e s K f q eV f , f , .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
where
P n f q f , n f 0 .1 1 2 2 1V f , f s , .1 2  /0 0
has the perturbed eigenvalue
l f , e s l q em f q O e 2 , .  .  .1 2 1 2
which is nonconstant in f for all small e ) 0. Thus2
K e s K q eV .1 1
 .is absolutely continuous for small e . Since V is in every H d , this proves
the result.
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 .There is no problem if l f crosses l , but is nonconstant, since this2 2 1
 .analysis is valid away from the crossing and l f, e is analytic. The only1
 .problem is if l f s l is constant as well. If l / l , the analysis2 2 2 2 1
above removes constancy of l . If l is then still constant, the same1 2
procedure can be applied again.
There remains the case l s l . We may assume that there are two1 2
vectors c 1. and c 2. each satisfying Sc 1. s c 1. and Kc 1. s lc 2.,
when l s l s l , and which are independent for each f . If not, we1 2 2
.may proceed as above. By first-order perturbation theory, the perturbed
 .eigenvalues of K f ,2
l q em f q O e 2 j s 1, 2 , .  .  .j 2
where m and m are the eigenvalues of the matrix1 2
T f s V f Ck . f , C j. f . : .  .  .  .k j 2 2 2 2
 .We will have arrived at a case already considered unless T f is a2
constant multiple of the identity. Let
¨ u 0 .V u s . .  /0 0
Then
df2p 12. 1.T f s V f , f c f , f c f , f . .  .  .  .H12 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2p0
2. 1.This can be made nonzero unless c c ' 0.1 1
 .We need only show nonconstancy on a set of positive measure.
2. 1. .Similarly, we can make T f nonzero unless c c ' 0 with a pertur-12 2 2 2
bation of the form
0 0
V u s . .  /0 ¨ u .
In the remaining case, we can choose
1. 0c1. 2.1C s ; C .2. /  /c20
 .Degeneracy can then be removed as above, with a diagonal V u .
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 .  .COROLLARY 4.2. For a rational, and H u in H d , K has no singular
continuous spectrum.
Proof. This is obvious, since when the eigenvalues are constant, one
has point spectrum.
 . 2  .COROLLARY 4.3. There is a dense G of a , H in R = H d for whichd
 .K a , H is purely continuous.
Proof. This is immediate from the results of Section 2.
5. REMARKS
 .  .In the case that H u s f u is a scalar function, rather than a matrix, a
fairly complete description of
K a s a ? p q f u .  .
 w x w x .can be given. See 4 and, for a kicked version, 1 . As above, for most f s,
 .  .1 K a is absolutely continuous for rational a .
w xHowever, it is also easily shown 4 that
 .  .2 K a is pure point for a.e. a .
It follows, by Simon's argument, that
 .  .3 K a is purely singular continuous for a dense G of a s.d
 .The difficulty in the matrix case is with 2 . Bleher, Jauslin, and
w xLebowitz 2 showed that the Rabi oscillator has pure point spectrum for
small perturbations of constant matrices, by KAM methods. No such
.theorem is available for the rotor. It has been conjectured that something
 .like 2 would hold for these models. Such a result would be quite
interesting.
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